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Scott’s Interest in NESARA/GESARA 
As a researcher in Eschatology (End Times) for 37 years, he has written five books on 

the End Times, created a timeline and developed a complete video series. 
Scott took that researcher concept into Apologetics, Conspiracy Theories (JFK, 9/11, 

Federal Reserve, Titanic, Origin of Wars), and then into NESARA with the same 

passion for learning all he could about each topic. 

After researching NESARA/GESARA, these are the primary concepts that explain the 

history, why this action is vital, and some specifics on how it will likely affect your lives in 

the United States. 
History of the Federal Reserve 

• 1910 - Congress defeated the Aldrich Act, which tried to bring in another round of 

a Central Banking aspect after numerous attempts to bring them in over the 

decades. 

• Lincoln fought off the globalists when he created the “greenback dollar,” that 

era’s newest version of a Congressional monetary system built by the 

government. They killed him for it after the war. 

• 1871 - The USA Corporation was formed after the 14th Amendment was ratified  

• 1912 -  The Titanic was sunk by the Cabal, quieting the voices of 

Astor/Guggenheim/Strauss, who were flatly against the creation of the Fed.  One 

of the first False Flags in human history. 

• 1912 - The Cabal backed both sides of the Presidential race, Teddy Roosevelt 

and Woodrow Wilson so that they could bring in the Federal Reserve, a private 

corporation 

• December 23, 1913 - Wilson signed in the Fed with no fanfare and almost no one 

in the senate/congress to barely pass it.  Worst decision of his life. 
WW I 

• The beginning of this war is utterly suspect from the moment it starts.  Prince 

Ferdinand and his wife were gunned down on the streets of Yugoslavia.  It 

should have been a local uprising.  Instead, numerous nations arose.  Within 
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months, no one could name the combatants on either side of the operation, so 

they called it the Great War or the War to End All Wars. 

• This War breaks all the rules as well.  Mustard Gas is liberally used with the 

bombing of innocents, and hundreds of young girls in both Christian and Muslim 

towns close to Russia were hung on crosses, nude to die in the cold.  Instead of 

the official ruling of ten million dead, it would claim upwards of thirty million.  

Russia would pull out of the war creating their own civil war against the 

Communists and the ruling parties aided by a German train that gave $25 million 

in gold to start Lenin’s rise to power.  He would not stay in control, but 

Communism was here on the scene, never to go away. 

• WW I ended on 11-11-1918 at 11 AM, a favorite Cabal number. They bombed 

each other for hours before that moment despite the Armistice and the later 

Treaty of Versailles in January of 1920 that was sure to bring WW II. 
Roaring 1920s and the Rise of the Monetary System in America 

• The fractional Banking and Income tax system had become in vogue during the 

early part of the century and was becoming more entrenched after WW I. At first, 

the IRS only took 1% of the top group, but then never stopped taxing people. 

With those two defunding principles, the Cabal was slowly ripping off the whole 

world without them knowing it. 

• In the 1920s, the Cabal created fractional banking and investment to allow 

economic growth so that one could invest 10% of their money in a stock to 

supposedly own it and pay it back after its growth was complete.   

• On Valentine’s Day 1929, the Fed met to note the timing of their deletion of the 

fractional investment system of the market.  To mark their fateful occasion, they 

brokered a relationship with the violent Mob to grab the American news with the 

Bloody Valentine Killings of 1929. Look over here and not that we are meeting 

and plotting in front of your face! Problem solved for another False Flag. 

• October 1929, The First Official Stock Market Crash.  No one is buying but 

sellers plenty.  This coined the phrase, Penny Stocks.  Most lost all their 

retirement and savings, paying back what they owed.  The carnage would take 

more than four years to stabilize when the Fed required a final payment from 

FDR, where Americans had to turn in their gold at $20.60 per ounce in 1933 to 

pay off WW I debts.  One year later, the price was magically set at $33 and 

remained until around 1971. 
Death of Gold and Rise of Petro Dollar 

• In 1944, while the world raged in the Second World War, the Bretton Woods 

Conference acted like nothing was more important than carving out the dollar in 
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the world.  It secured its place as the pre-eminent source of funds for all trading 

worldwide as the Petro-Dollar rose.  

• In 1950 through the 70s, we saw the CIA move worldwide to bring “democracy to 

the nations” and steal their natural resources one nation at a time.  The CIA 

created destabilization in each nation covertly, then stole resources as they 

attempted to restabilize them. Democracy replaced Constitutional Republic in the 

minds of the people until they couldn’t tell the difference.   

• Why would America ever need to enter the Philippines or Vietnam in WW II, and 

the Vietnam War, respectively?  GOLD.  This was the Cabal’s foray into the Anti-

Cabal territory to wrest control of the Anti-Cabal gold. 
Cabal vs. Anti-Cabal 
Cabal = Black Hats 
These are the old Cabal families, elitists, Satanists, and pedophiles who want the 

following: 

• Fiat Currency and Digital money control, and the Great Reset 

• Communism, Social Democracy, Conflict between Republicans and Democrats, 

and their idea of “Democracy” 

• Main Stream Media control with Operation Mockingbird through the control of the 

CIA, which also includes the Big Tech in social media platforms and Big 

Corporations 

• Politics with no term limits to keep their people in power for generations 

• Three-letter agencies create control and policies outside the law to ensure 

mandates that people are faked into believing 

• Ultimately, owning the Fed and all banking relationships 
Anti-Cabal – White Hats 

• These aren’t necessarily Christians or Godly people but are Patriots nonetheless. 

These are ancient families with fantastic wealth, maybe with funds designated for 

humanitarian use worldwide. They want: 

• Freedom and sovereignty of all nations 

• Term limits within governments 

• NESARA for America and GESARA for each nation in the world with asset-

backed currency and governments controlled by the people 
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• White Hat Military groups banding together to help remove the Cabalists 
The Fed and its Purpose 

• This private company created worthless Fiat Currency that they can increase or 

decrease the value of the money by debt (deflation and inflation).  Both are 

considered necessarily vehicles of the economy.   

• The IRS takes your money by the 16th Amendment considering you a Citizen of 

the Nation through the territory of DC. They indoctrinate you in their agencies' 

systems so that income tax money filters through the Treasury and the Fed. They 

lead you to believe you are paying for the needs of the nation, but none goes to 

that. 

• The first 6% of income tax collected is split between the principal owners of the 

Fed, the 13 primary families that own it, including the Queen of England and the 

Banks (such as Bank of America, Chase, and Wells Fargo). 

• The rest of the proceeds pay down the country’s debt of $31 trillion in interest 

only, bringing in less than three trillion in IRS income.  Then the Fed orders more 

than six trillion in Physical Currency and $25 trillion in Digital Currency to be 

created by the US Mint, which is pumped into the system yearly in an endless 

stream of increasing debt and inflation. This keeps the country in debt eternally to 

the Fed, and they continually make money. 
Laws and Constitution against the Fed 

• 14th Amendment/4th Section - This intimates that one does not owe debt to 

foreign creditors.  It’s curious since it was such an old law back in 1871. But it’s 

relevant to the Fed since they are the definition of a foreign agent with the Queen 

of England, and the Fed is a Central Bank owned and operated with interactions 

of international banking called the BIS (Bank of International Settlements). 

• November of 2017 - President Donald Trump wrote EO 13818 that sidles up very 

cozily to that Constitutional Amendment.  It stipulates that if you have crimes 

against humanity, you cannot borrow or move your money and that your 

property/assets are taken from you.  More than six months of study made me 

conclude that this was a bankruptcy claim of the USA Corporation. Trump, one 

man who has known what it's like to live through bankruptcy, enacted this 

Executive Order, which is now bankrupting the Cabal.  He will hang them for their 

crimes against humanity, Child Trafficking, Election Fraud and other crimes. 

They will pay with their money and their lives, and we receive our freedom. 

Brilliant. 
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• First Article and Tenth Section  - indicate that only gold or silver may be payable 

for debts.  Since fiat is clearly a debt and the only known tender in existence, we 

have been entreated to violate the Constitution daily.  We are paying debt with 

debt.  NESARA corrects this instantaneously with a gold-backed currency. 

• When one signs a contract, it must be between two parties capable of performing 

the deeds of the contract.  Compound interest agreements are signed by a Title 

agency typically.  It’s not signed by banks. That violates contractual law. 

• All contracts written in CAPITAL LETTERS are intimating you are a dead agent 

of the court, and, therefore, thus you are incapable of being harmed by them as 

they consider you dead.  It’s a sick game. 

• Any of these would show enough legal evidence to delete the contract; therefore, 

you do not owe those debts.  Consider that paying compounded interest in loans 

means you’ve paid upwards of 2 ½ times the principal of the loan. This is 

considered excessive interest by the Constitution and/or Common Law as used 

by many nations.  
Will Certain Debts Be Deleted? Which Ones?  

(There may be other debts that are not covered here, but personal loans, such as a loan 

from a parent or friend, cannot be included in the debt forgiveness.) 

• Mortgages with banking institutions/credit unions 

• Cars with banking institutions/credit unions 

• Credit cards 

• SBA loans 

• Business to Business loans with banking institutions (that would not include 

loans that are not a bank loans but a payment from one business to another, 

such as COGS or an agreement to pay) 

• Student loans from the government or banks 

• VA loans  

• Home Equity Loans 

• Bankruptcy repayment programs   
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What Accounts Will Be Switched Over in NESARA to the Quantum Financial 

System (QFS, a new and highly secure money transfer system)? These accounts 

will change from fiat currency to the new gold-backed currency. 

• Digital banking (bank accounts will switch 1:1 from fiat to gold-backed) 

• 401K and IRA programs 

• US Savings Bonds might have to be turned in or switched 

• Any physical currency of the US Federal Reserve Dollar that we currently use 

(greenback, paper currency) will have plenty of time to be exchanged 1:1 for the 

new US Treasury Notes that are gold-backed. 

• A gold-backed Currency will reset inflation and prevent it from occurring in the 

future. 
The PPP loans in 2020 Killed the Federal Reserve 

• March 2020 -  the Second CARES Act of 1200 pages killed the Fed in one felled 

swoop.  The Fed was placed under the Treasury department to be managed.  

This caused ripples throughout the world around the COVID scenario, the 

ANTIFA crimes, the Election Fraud, including the numerous times Congress took 

out money for their pet projects such as the Ukraine War. The Second CARES 

Act was a front to give Cabal money beyond the small amounts Americans 

received. 

• Never has a loan, or two loans, been given to small businesses without having to 

pay them back and not having a credit check. There were a few conditions, such 

as the need to be a legitimate business and proof of the payment going to 

payroll.  The employer was compensated by this, and the bank made money on 

each loan. But who gave this money? 

• Not the Treasury…not the Bank…but the Fed was ordered to pay this.  It’s the 

beginning of NESARA and one of the greatest proofs of NESARA’s existence 

early on. 
QFS – Quantum Financial System 

• Brilliant blockchain structure of the Anti-Cabal (White Hats).  Quantum Language 

was understood by Russell Jay Gould over 20-30 years ago regarding CAPITAL 

letters being the key to creating dead people in contracts.  The Cabal has been 

doing this for generations without our knowledge. 

• 2008-2009 - the Anti-Cabal wanted to bring in the funds to release the world from 

the debts on its own. This was known as the financial meltdown. The Cabal 
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covered it with the housing crisis (their own type of False Flag event). Anti-Cabal 

brought in more than $80 trillion in funds to pay off America’s debts.  Obama 

blocked those funds in the Hague Courts in 2011.  Those funds are in Anti-Cabal 

control.   

• “Too Big to Fail” movie producers tell you that the Fed bankers reluctantly took 

on billions of dollars of federally funded money to ensure the economy would not 

wholly collapse under Bush. Uh, no, they did NOT!  They stole the funds outright! 

But then they paid it back under pressure from federal regulators.   

• The Anti-Cabal were told they could have the funds back if they would back 

Hillary in her campaign in 2016. They said no. Hence the idea of Donald Trump 

in 2014.  They had to have a new way of bringing funds into the USA after 2009.   

• Blockchain had been proven to work with Bitcoin and other cryptos, but they 

were privatized, which doesn’t work for governments. 

• QFS is completely decentralized and sovereign to each nation.  Each nation is 

required to have a physical and digital currency of the country’s origin.  Each 

country must be able to match the other country’s currencies in an equitable 

comparison. 

• Routing numbers are supposed to be identifiers of the addresses of banks, and 

account numbers tell you the person to which the account is held.  In every other 

situation, only an address and account are needed.  For example, if I had to link 

my health insurance with a hospital bill for me.  I would give the address to the 

hospital, then give them my name and account number with permission to be my 

proxy so that they could communicate to pay the bill (negotiate the bill down).   

• Routing numbers are direct connections between EVERY bank (other countries 

call them different names to their Central Banks, but they are basically the same) 

and the Fed.  Every transaction can be tracked at any time.  There is complete 

transparency for all involved but no privacy.  You are at the mercy of scammers 

for your funds and scammers for your information. 

• QFS restores financial privacy by removing the Routing Number access from the 

Fed by essentially unhooking you from the Fed.  They cannot take your money 

away.  They also cannot bankrupt you.  They cannot collect from you.  You don’t 

owe them your debts as soon as the QFS is activated within a few hours of your 

selective activation. 

• It is speculated that nefarious elements of our population who operate solely on 

cash will be caught (far down from the Cabal, such as petty thieves, mobs, and 

drug dealers). They will try to come to the banks to switch their USD to US Note 

but will have no explanation as to why they have so much cash on hand 

(hundreds of thousands to millions).  They will be arrested on the spot.  Crimes 
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will be cleaned up in months that could not be cleaned up in generations by this 

simple sting!!! 

• You will also note that no one can steal your information on scamming calls or 

HIPPA privacy information for emails/unwanted mail.  So many things they try to 

sell you that they won’t be able to do after the QFS comes online. 
 

New Elections with the Quantum System 

• Instead of these unsecured systems where we don’t know who voted, we would 

have a QFS/Quantum-based system where only that nation's citizens would be 

allowed to vote.  

• Simply show a local ID, utilize a paper ballot, and then that ballot is tied by the 

quantum number back to the person.  It’s uploaded in minutes to the whole 

system.  In hours, we would know the winners after the close of the voting.  We 

would never hear of exit polls or MSM telling us, “1% of California is in, and we 

are calling it for the Democrat governor” silliness again. 

• NESARA/GESARA also calls for Term Limits on all positions.  George 

Washington intimated a two-term limit, but FDR violated it without the people's 

protest.  Since that time, Congress and Senate regularly break it out of hand.  A 

woman may choose two terms of Congress, Senate, and Presidency each, then 

retires.  But she will not be able to then go into intelligence.  Or she might choose 

lobbyist duties and not Congressional duties?  Not both. 

• Blockchain is unhackable and unable to be put on the internet, so a new Cabal 

cannot get on to add or subtract from the results.  If you wanted the schools to be 

fixed and she wanted the roads to be fixed, if she got in, she better fix those 

roads in her term, or she should be bounced out for not fulfilling her role. 
Price vs. Wages 

• Too many are anticipating 1950s pricing.  But Truthers refuse to consider Supply 

vs. Demand, COGS (Cost of Goods Sold) vs. Service-based pricing or Low-

Value vs. High-Value Product pricing.   

• Does a 1966 Ford Bronco have the same number of features as a 2022 Ford 

Bronco?  If the answer is no, they cannot be the exact price. How can we even 

compare them if they are not the same price?  

• COGS-based pricing will take time for the manufacturers vs. end sellers of 

products to reduce pricing.  The end dealerships of cars have numerous levels of 

tech made by several sources of COGS.  It will take a few years for those 

components to reduce in price before final prices at the dealership would reduce.  
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The dealership cannot be expected, moments after NESARA comes into play, to 

suddenly take a loss because someone heard that prices should be of 1950’s 

levels! 

• Service-based industries also have rent and other expenses that make up 

pricing.  As their costs reduce, they will have to be more and more competitive in 

the market.  But they will still have to make money or go out of business. 

• Big Corporations hate competition.  This will 100% change.  Once the world 

realizes how sick these corporations have been and complicit with sex trafficking, 

election fraud, etc., their global consumer confidence scales will drop like a rock.  

How they handle those negative confidence scales will be fascinating. 

• Will they admit their wrongs (I believe that is the only way to go, although most 

think they will obfuscate their way to not doing so? 

• Many small businesses will flourish because they have spent generations 

showing a value-based proposition in competition.  They have grown or shrunk 

by proving to their customers what they can do in service and value instead of 

the price shoppers of the online/Big Corporations who can do it quicker and 

cheaper, but not necessarily better. 

• Of course, there are no guarantees.  All will need a reset of ideas and the ability 

to change their pricing to remain competitive.  But I believe patriot companies will 

find that their consumer confidence indexes will be so high that value will be 

desired, meaning price might not be as much of a deterrent.  Of course, there 

can’t be overpricing here, but price without value comes with confidence in the 

one who presents the price. 
Deletion of the IRS and Creation of the National Sales Tax Agency 

• The IRS, as stated above, is and always was illegal and does not give what they 

tell you it pays for. The IRS deletion will make a massive difference to people’s 

pocketbooks immediately. 

• You may get back taxes from 2020-2022…but that is only possible.  Do not 

expect other years.  Why only these years?  These are the only years I concede 

that the IRS was under the Treasury being revamped.  

• Instead of stipulating a Flat Tax as some would consider using, I want to clarify 

this.  It’s a National Sales Tax.  Many Patriots for decades have proposed a Flat 

Tax of 10% on income tax.  This is NOT AT ALL what is happening.   

• Sales Tax is the only Constitutional tax ever mentioned.  It’s called a Use Tax.  If 

I make 100K vs. my friend making 25K, I will pay more in Sales Tax than she will.  

I pay it at the stores before I can take the products home (of course, it’s never 

charged on services, never has been) and produced by the businesses to the 
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state agencies (City/State/County taxation boards).  Those above 

State/City/County taxes make up state budgets which MUST continue along with 

other excise taxation or international fees so that the states can operate. 

• Property tax is not necessarily legal.  Sales Tax can be charged on new property 

(which will be based on a National/State/City/County basis) for the fees needed, 

but continual taxation on properties is an evil that each state must delete.  Some 

states still don’t charge them.  In Oregon, they charge no Sales Tax.  In 

Washington, they charge no Property Tax.  You live in Vancouver but shop in 

Portland across the river. 

• A National Sales Tax was proposed at 14% on New Items, such as anything you 

buy at stores or new cars and homes.  But used of anything would NOT be 

charged national sales tax.  It is NOT known whether State/City/County tax is 

charged on used cars or houses sales.  Medications and food will NOT be 

charged a National Sales Taxation.  I suspect the states will be asked to line up 

in the taxation as the guidelines of the nation does, but again each state will have 

to choose on its own in a somewhat sovereign concept of choice. 
What would a National Sales Tax pay for? 

• All the operating costs of the Federal Government, including the Executive, 

Judicial, and Legislative branches.  Treasury would set their salaries. 

• Federal government elected officials would not have unlimited retirement or 

unlimited insurance for cushy land lifestyles, and those in retirement already 

would have to go on Social Security or find their own 401K to live within.   

• There are so many points of fat that governments run on that you would be 

surprised.  They fund too many pet projects, including universities that need to 

operate within budgets and must be responsive to parents again.  What a 

concept. 
UBI – Universal Basic Income 

• Many people want to believe in a Bernie Sander’s type of UBI, $5000 a month to 

stay at home and work on my garden.  “I should be paid back for all the system's 

ills, right???” 

• They bring up fraudulent Birth Certificates and Marriage Certificates kept by the 

Department of Transportation in a protectorate of Puerto Rico.  They trade you 

on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).  Your value may be in the millions 

based upon insurance policies they created upon fake companies they make.  

“We should get those back, right?” 
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• No, I do not believe so. I believe the Cabal has been spending every dime they 

can get their hands upon in the past three years just to run this expensive fraud 

of a fake Congress/Senate/Presidency, COVID, Vaccine, Advertising against the 

truthers and many other scam points, including the ultimate money pit in the 

Ukraine war. They were fraudulent in the first place. 

• Now, a UBI is NOT Social Security, Disability or Veteran Disability.  Those types 

of benefits will be boosted at a purported $3000-5000 monthly rate.  We don’t 

exactly know when that occurs.   

• One reason I reject the UBI is that when a UBI is in place, the government 

doesn’t give out that kind of compensation without strings attached.  They would 

want you to do their work, tell you where you can live, and tell you what you can 

do. This is the goal of Communis - their ideals for your muscle and compliance. 

• With everyone getting money monthly as a UBI, the incentive to work a job 

lessens. We already struggle in our country to hire enough employees to get the 

jobs done. What about the macroeconomy? If everyone received UBI and other 

monies from previous taxes, etc.., then companies know you have funds, and 

they simply raise prices, knowing you can afford it. Thus massive inflation occurs 

throughout the economy. So many issues with a UBI for all people. I just don’t 

see that happening. Why would everyone get millions of dollars? 
Possible NESARA Order of Events 

• EBS (Emergency Broadcast System or now named EAS, Emergency Alert 

System) – Here is what I call a Fake False Flag.  Other False Flags in the past 

would kill thousands or millions.  By the time this goes off, it will be scary for the 

masses but not for you.  It will be joyous.  Here now comes the release of 

information through many media sources.  I believe it’s pretty massive. Possibly 

for a short period of time, we will be asked to remain close to our homes, but it 

will not last for an extended amount of time. 

• COVID – What was happening? How the Cabal did it? Why they faked the 

vaccines? What might the Anti-Cabal do to fix it? Who are the players, and how 

will they pay for their crimes? 

• Election Fraud – Think “Absolute Evidence” with Mike Lindell in the Electronic 

evidence and “2000 Mules” on the Voter Fraud that were hand-in-hand vehicles 

to steal this and other elections. Who were the players? Who benefitted? How far 

does it go back? How will we have to re-elect almost everyone in any public 

office in offices? Their crimes and punishments need to be disclosed. 

• Sex Trafficking – Who was a part of it? How this brought them to power? How 

they get their money? How did this keep their power structure going for 
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generations in Hollywood, Media, and Governments to fool the people with their 

Satanism? Their crimes and punishment need disclosed. 

• Military - They will take over for a time, with Devolution being told to calm the 

people allowed to go about their lives.  I believe that the courthouses/government 

buildings will have to be protected by the same ANTIFA idiots who were the rock 

throwers of the past.  They didn’t do a lot in 2020, but now they are mad that they 

were lied to by their government.  They didn’t know enough, and now they want 

revenge.  Those who did the crimes are gone. 

• Trump - Some point later (days/weeks), it will be shown that Trump won the 2020 

election and will be back in office assembling a team to restructure as the 19th 

President of the USA Constitutional Republic, but likely not in DC.  He will be 

calling for new elections 120 days from his point back in office. 

• QFS - In the middle of this, the QFS is already in place.  People will not really 

know that their debt forgiveness is already done.  They will begin to learn about it 

slowly over time.  They may not hear the word NESARA (I hope they do), but the 

features of NESARA rolling out.  They may listen to portions of the conversation 

we are talking about in this document.   

• Judges and Lawyers - They will begin their retraining to learn the truth of their 

professional lives as well as accountants and financial planners, who had all 

been pushing a dying and fraudulent system that they didn’t really investigate. 

Retraining in Constitutional Law and the new IRS/Treasury requirements 

regarding the National Sales Tax will be vital. 

• Banks -  Banks will be busy switching people’s cash over to the new currency 

(leaving Federal Reserve fiat notes to the US Treasury gold-backed notes) and 

catching the petty thieves who are too ignorant to not hide their money well 

enough.  They can’t spend it quickly enough while the invisible fences of the 

financial systems are closing in around them. 
• Cabal - The old guard of the Cabal will still be on the run, just the little guys who 

are left.  

• Education – New documentaries and books will teach us about our real history, 

like the JFK murder, 9/11, Titanic, etc., over the ensuing years. It will be a time of 

learning for all the world as the absolute truth continues to be exposed. 
What can we expect with NESARA Benefits? 

• Debt Forgiveness (interest will not be given back, in my opionion) 

• Possible last two years of IRS taxation refunded. 

• Free Elections and the Quantum ability to count them on the same day 
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• No IRS taxation 

• COVID and the vaccines will cease 

• Gold-Backed currency deleting inflation almost immediately 

• Financial Privacy with the QFS so that you will not be hacked. 

• Pricing will begin to fall.  Some dramatically, some more gradually. 

• No more Compound Interest on any new loan for the future.  We do not know 

how loans will happen in the future.  Banks will NOT have much power as they 

did in the past. Possible a simple flat fee up front on loans will be instituted. 

• Big Tech will not be able to Censor you anymore 

• Mainstream Media will be deleted, taken over by those responsible for sharing 

the truth, and new media sites will keep the government in check, which is their 

primary responsibility to keep the people informed. 
 

What Will our Job be Post NESARA? 

• You need to have a purpose.   

• Ecclesiastes 9:9-10 “Enjoy life with the wife you love all the days of your fleeting 

life, which has been given to you under the sun…whatever your hand finds to do, 

do with all your strength, because there is no work, planning, knowledge, or 

wisdom in Sheol where you are going.”  What does that mean overall?  Have a 

purpose!  Do it with vigor on this planet.  You are not meant to mess around with 

bonbons on your lap while you have a ton of money in the bank and are retiring 

early. Find your passion! 

• It is evil to have a single woman working two to three jobs and still unable to pay 

the debts.  How do we fix that?  Think of ways to help her even after her debts 

are gone. 

• It’s not about what you can buy with money, but what you can do for the people 

around you.  Not just purchase to bring them presents.  Think about making a 

difference in their lives.  That’s what drives me each day.  Maybe you are not 

going to be an employer like I am. Perhaps you are not going to be a teacher like 

I am.  What is God telling you to do? 

• God woke you up early for a purpose.  What is that purpose?  Is it to stay in that 

job?  Is it to open a new business?  Is it to go on the mission field?  Is it to retire 

so that you can make a difference in the grandchild’s life with a single parent’s 

life? 
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• No more believing what the fake media or personalities tell you.  You need to 

research what you think.  You need to study it.  No more watching TV programs 

or maybe those sporting events as much.  Find exercise to boost your energy.  

Find creative ways to extend your life to come up with new ideas to make a 

difference in a small way.  It’s not about being a TikTok Influencer.  That’s the old 

school way (even though it feels new school).  It’s Cabal way.  We need to go 

back to caring for the people around us and making a difference every day, so 

that when your head hits the pillow, you know you can rise energized for a new 

day and a vital purpose in living your precious life. 
 

 

 

 

 


